
Bear Jim, 	 9/22/75 

Boolosed is a copy of my today's letter to Herb McDonnell. 

As you knew, the only reason X agrred to be interviewed by CBS on any level in 

because I feared ea  doing it woad be adverse to Jimmy's interest. As you slave 

know I did not see Leiser the first two times he asked me to see him. I reported to 

you the alma he did come hare, oeteneyily to prepare himself to prepare Bather 

to question me, he didn't bother to take any notes and didn't ask as the kinds of 

questions a own professional background tells me he should have asked. 

'Pte CBS move in court of which you learned only by the 'service of court papers 

only yesterday, a Sunda. in my belief is nisfrotricallY apposite the interest of 

Ray's defense. 

It also confronts me with other ethical euestions for which I will not now 
take time. 

The coebinetion of these and other factors - one of which is CBS' total dis-

interest for eight years sad now an interest that aside from any political content 

it nay have is clearly oossereially motivated - also makes aa have doubt about 

the intentions of many involved. 

80, I =writing to tell you that lull' be writing CBS and declieing to 

appear on the show for reasons I will specify. 

While there is no letter that those with the disposition to do so cannot 

misrepresent, I will make some of the reason* a matter of written record. 

Had I declined prior to CBS' making of this record that would have risked 
andaneeling:Jlecy's rights. However, with this record. CBS' aisrepresentatiou 

of my reasons will have to be deliberate. 

They have you on tape already. You are not in the same position. They do 

not have me on tape. 

When there is time I would like to go over all the papers served on you. 

Some of the items you told me about give ee still other questions. But there 

is no rush on this. We both h eve other more important things to do now. Only 
if you have to wake any further presentation to a court before you finish the 

appeal and send it off would I want to study this file =ober. 

Sincerely, 



Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 
9/22/75 

Mr. Dan Rather 
C23 Uwe 
2020 M. St., NW 
Washington, D.C. 

Deer Mr. Rather, 

The week before lest I agreed to be interviewed
 by you for the Mindger  part 

of the ostring CBS special on assassinations. 

I write yeast* of .11 the CBS people I could be
cause I went you to know that 

ey refusal to be interviewed has sothindto do w
ith you, personally or ProfeociorellY• 

As you know, we have never net or spoken to eac
h other. 

What CBS has dues confronts as with a coofliet of interest and doubts about 

the motives and purposes of others. not you. 

I as  la's investigator. it, primary 
obligation is to serve his interest eel 

see it. To dote I believe I have, and at lemons"
). cost. I have sever exploited 

him, have refused to when. it would have helped 
me and I an not going to *hangs now. 

Port/ years age I was a professional investigator and a matter. I have pro« 

tensional experience as an intelligence analyst. And I have spent thousaads of 

entirely unpaid bourn on this case. :he combina
tion of these and other experiences 

is what forms the beliefs that determine my decision. I think you know that when 

as aim 	and uedUsuumed publisher appearance as CBS would be oofeuercially 

beearef cia1 tone. From this I hope you can understand that my decision is based 

on prinoille, on ethical grounds, not self4nte
reet. 

cas has initiated anew) is court that I believe is seriously adverse to Ray's 

interest. I will discuss thee* with you off the
 record, if you want, but I'd pre-

fer that this be after the airing of your show.
 I also regard the conditions under 

which C took this move with some doubts and questions. This alone would be 

*paean to caws an to have nothing farther to do with this project. 

Of whet precooked this there is one incident of which I think you should know. 

Breast Leiser case here to seems ostensibly to prepare you forixdaorriewingte. 

So did not sentient what I rogard as either aninterelew or a preparation for an 

interview and he did not engage in whet I would word as an effort to learn snot 

kind of person I an, what my background and experience are anything I regard as 

proper to the represented purposes of his leasing here. Martin *slimness here for 

scot of the time Leiser was and I have no objectima to Martin's telling you any-

thing he may want to of what he heard betweA kaiser and se. This *kneed from 

Leofeeo sisrepresentation of what I said toomeodier the prosecution case and not 

as devil's advocate. I consider his a partisan, not a dispassionate reporter or 

unbiased seeker of fact. 

Prior to that, if subtly, Leiner bad undertaken to blepeeatl  Jim leer based 

an an inadvertent error in the interview with you is as effort to get Lessaeo 

approval for ACM interview with Ray that lesar, as Ray's counsel, believed men not 

in Ray's interest. Consiatent With this when he was here Leiter aatually arged with 

me that in the evidentiary hearing we should have done what we regarded as improper 

and irrelevant to that proceeding and have thrown away evidence I am preserving for 

the trial we seek. With Leiser the writer, I
 have to have doubts about what this show 

is going to be ant what it enamel* to Ray's defense. 

Sincerely, 
Harold Weisberg 



Rt. 12, Frederick, Rd. 21701 
9/4/75 

1tr. RorWartiWOonnell, 
Laboratory' of orawaia Samos* 
Boa 1111. Corning, 	1000 

	
Certified-Return Receipt 

Dear Sorb. 
Tour appearance in the Roy 043110 as a aerobes witness Me based on my inveetiestion 

and analysis, which your examinations confirmed. It is I who first asked pow to be 
this expert witiess, lama on la confid,onae in ray own, work and the reports I had 
received of you. 

I now find that whereas you would hot give as a set of prints even thou* I an 
the investigator for the defense in this case that you have made than avell Was 
for easeersialiestion by CBS. 

I find this onsithical on several. grounds, ono Was that what CDS has already 
dell* is dissipatedly opposite the interest of the defense. 

Asaartatmaist you should know that yours is but one parte:tease and that 
oases are often desisted other than they should be and without resard to what should 
be the controlling footers. 

However, I as shOlded at this kind of professional attitude and conduct and 
that you would do what could Seepardise a men rights start the ease. One of my 
purposes is to be certain the facts as reported to as are true, as they seem 
to be without reasonable question. Another is to let you law how I feel. Still 
another is to r"e1i yOtt the protective order of the court. 

If *tier all of this you are willing to do what I think you ilhoala have dose to 
begin th • ,givs the defense investigator a copy of thee prints, I  would  like Me. 

Sincerel,y, 

la old Weisberg 


